TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #784

N.32  SEC. 29  COR. 29  T 4S  R 10 W.,WM.
S.29

HISTORICAL: GLO Pg. 42 SET. POST ± 1879

BOOK PAGE
51  63
53  80-81
53  190

Misc. Sec. File Sec. 29, T4S

CONDITION:
FD Rotten Stump Marks

FOUND: Nothing At Corner Position

20" Spruce 5.70°E. 75'K6  GLO Pg. 42

4" Maple  N.30°W. 27'K6  GLO Pg. 42

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 Set 1/2" Iron Pipe With 3" Brass Cap In 10" Tile & Cement From Fd GLO Bearing Tree

1/4" Hat Section West 15 Feet

NEW ACCESSORY:

* 18" Alder  N.28°W. 17'49"  1/4 S29 BC GS

* 20" Alder  S.46°E. 63'30"  1/4 S32 BC GS

COMMENTS: This corner is located ± 1200 FT

Wly Of. Resort Drive Road In A Grove Of Alders

According To Wayne Cook PLS 1098) This Position Fits Reasonably To Proportion Position. A Subsequent Traverse Of The Road Shows This Position Graphically Fits Billy Anderson's Position In Field Notebook 55 Page 63.

Gale Arthur  Dan McNutt

DATE: 6-6-79  PHOTO#: 1356

* = County corner tag affixed.
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